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Price: $ 2,990,015
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This unique property is located on the top of a hill in the municipality of Montalcino (SI), 240
meters above sea level, from which you can enjoy a spectacular view of Val d'Orcia and Mount
Amiata.It consists of a main farmhouse and an adjoining annex, both of which were renovated in
the mid-2000s, enhancing the architectural features of the Tuscan houses: wooden beams,
handmade terracotta oors and classic chic furnishings.The dwelling is ideal for those seeking
discretion and tranquility, Immersed in the Natural and Cultural Artistic Park of the Val d'Orcia,
surrounded by medieval villages, which offer a beauty capable of nourishing the eyes rst and then
the soul, with a style of rare and precious life.There are many outdoor corners designed for every
moment of the day, which allow you to fully enjoy the atmosphere of the place that changes with
the passing of the hours.Wonderful is the sunset that can be enjoyed from the in nity pool;
romantic the grove that accompanies pleasant and fresh walks to the small lake of the property
located at the end of the hill. The swimming pool and a small natural lake are fueled by an aquifer
at a depth of 120 meters.A perfect garden surrounds the buildings and is completed by a
vegetable garden full of Mediterranean delicacies and a pergola set up with a kitchen dedicated to
any type of convivial event.You can already guess the exclusivity of the place from the path to get
there: a white consortium road about 8 km long, access to which is available for use.For wine
lovers and those who aspire to become producers, the property is available to evaluate the sale of
one hectare of Sangiovese vineyard located next to the farmhouse, which produces a prestigious
Brunello di Montalcino. It is therefore possible to evaluate the sale of the agricultural part also
including an approved development project for the construction of a cellar and a tasting room (for
more information and price, contact the agency).Montalcino 14km Siena 70 km Firenze 135 km
Bagno Vignoni 27 km Seaside 50 km Roma 220 km Mountain 35 km Highway 55 km This
information is provided for general information purposes only and does not constitute a contractual
element.
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Amenities
Amueblado

Garage
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Moira Mancini
Broker

Siena, Toscana 53100
+39 347 368 9227
moira.mancini@coldwellbankerluxury.it

https://www.coldwellbankerluxury.com/moira-mancini-f0

Listed by: Coldwell Banker Chianti Heritage

I belong to my land, raised between vineyard and olive trees, I always feel about the
intangible bene ts of my place: the nature, the food, the culture and the quality of
lifeWhat about people? In Tuscany we are frank, we are proud of what we have, lovers of
good thingsWhat about me? “People' is the common thread of my life. I always manage
people.Graduated in Political Science at the University of Siena, in Sociology precisely,
after an amazing experience like Headhunter, I became Human Resources in an important
company in Siena, where I enjoyed my rst duty: take care of people about their job,
their needs, they wishes and their troubles.From 2005 to 2012, I worked for an Asset and
Development Real Estate Company where I learned a lot about properties.On 2012, because of
my husband's jobs, I left my country and moved to Hong Kong with my family. Living there,
for 5 years, was one of the most exciting things. There, everything is extreme and
unexpected.To my surprise, I discovered how many people from all over the World, knew
Chianti Region, Crete Hills, and Cities like Siena, Montalcino and San Gimignano and how
the dream of having a connection with my land was so widespread.Back to Italy, I decided
to maintain the bond between me and all those in love with this part of the World.I
decided to help people to nd a house in Tuscany, to settle with their dream and with a
new life, sharing a unique way of life.Care about people is my mark, leave my mark is my
aim!
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Languages I speak
Italian

English

I can advise you on:
Global Luxury

Luxury Homes
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